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and A.Yu. Korhin
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(Reeived January 22, 2002)
Mirosopi alulations of Compton sattering on the free proton and light
nulei are presented. For the desription of Compton sattering on the proton
the onventional K-matrix approah and the Dressed K-Matrix model are in-
trodued. The latter approah an be used to alulate polarizabilities as well as
Compton sattering for photon energies upto 1 GeV sine it obeys the symmetry
properties whih are appropriate in the dierent energy regions. In partiular,
rossing symmetry, gauge invariane and unitarity are satised. The extent of
violation of analytiity (ausality) is used as an expansion parameter. Coherent
Compton sattering on light nulei at 200300 MeV is studied in the impulse
approximation and is shown to be a sensitive probe of the in-medium properties
of the -resonane. Modiations of the properties of the -resonane due to the
nulear medium are aounted for through the self-energy operator of the . The
dominant medium eets suh as the Pauli bloking eets in the deay width,
eetive nuleon mass and partilehole exitations in the pion propagator are
onsistently inluded in nulear matter.
PACS numbers: 11.55.Fv, 13.40.Gp, 13.60.Fz, 25.20.D

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1. Outline
In this ontribution a few topis are disussed whih, although seemingly
unrelated, are unied by the fous on interation of photons with nulear
systems and by the use of similar alulational tehniques. First we disuss
the K-matrix approah to Compton and pion sattering on the free proton.
In suh a relatively simple relativisti oupled hannels approah most of the
important symmetries, suh as unitarity, rossing and gauge invariane, are
obeyed. In the present approah a large number of resonanes are inluded
in the desription where the -resonane is of partiular interest for the
later disussions of the in-medium properties.
In Setion 4 an extension of this approah, the DressedK-Matrix Model,
is disussed where, without violating the other symmetries, an additional
onstraint, that of analytiity (or ausality), is inorporated approximately.
In this approah dressed self-energies and form fators are inluded in the
K-matrix. These funtions are alulated self-onsistently in an iteration
proedure where dispersion relations are used at eah reursion step to re-
late real and imaginary parts.
The properties of the -resonane in the medium are alulated in Se-
tion 5 using a hole model. Two proesses ompete in determining the
in-medium width as funtion of density: the deay width narrows in the
medium due to the Pauli priniple, and the spreading width strongly in-
reases with density. We inorporated mean-eld eets through a nuleon
eetive mass. From the width, i.e. the imaginary part of the self energy,
the real part is alulated via a dispersion relation, whih is similar to the
dressing proedure in the vauum. However, presently self-onsisteny is not
taken into aount in this alulation, in whih respet it diers from the
Dressed K-Matrix approah.
To ompare our predition with experiment we have used the impulse
and fatorization approximations in whih the oherent ross setion on a nu-
leus is alulated through sattering o a moving nuleon with momentum
hosen suh that  without modifying the energymomentum transferred
to the nuleus  the energymomentum onservation on the nuleon is ful-
lled. To desribe Compton sattering on the moving nuleon we employ
the aforementioned K-matrix approah where, however, a medium-modied
 self-energy is used. This proedure ensures that bakground proesses are
inluded in the desription and that furthermore gauge invariane is obeyed
at the one-body level.
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2. The K-matrix approah
In this setion only a short overview of the K-matrix model is presented
with emphasis on the appliation to Compton sattering. A more omplete
overview of the model and extensive omparisons with data is presented by
Bennhold in his ontribution to this workshop.




where Æ indiates that the intermediate partiles have to be taken on the
mass shell and all physis is put in the kernel, the K-matrix. It is straight-
forward to hek that S = 1 + 2iT is unitary provided that the kernel K is
Hermitian. Sine Eq. (1) involves integrals only over on-shell intermediate
partiles, it redues to a set of algebrai equations when one is working in
a partial wave basis. When both the N and N hannels are open, the













It should be noted that due to the oupled hannels nature of this approah




Fig. 1. The sum of diagrams inluded in the K-matrix for Compton sattering.
A nuleon propagator is denoted by a solid line, the wiggly lines are photons, the
dashed lines denote pions, the dotted lines are  mesons, and the double lines
denote baryon resonanes where a full spetrum has been inluded.
In traditional K-matrix models the kernel, the K-matrix, is built from
tree-level diagrams [14℄. In the present investigation the type of diagrams
inluded in K

are similar to that of Ref. [4℄ exept that the  is treated
now as a genuine spin-3/2 resonane [5℄ in order to be ompatible with the
later treatment of the in-medium -resonane. This K-matrix is indiated
in Fig. 1. Most of the (non-strange) resonanes below 1.7 GeV have been
inluded. The dierent oupling onstants were tted to reprodue pion
sattering, pion photoprodution and Compton sattering on the nuleon.
A omparable t to the data as in Ref. [4℄ ould be obtained. In Fig. 2 the
results for Compton sattering are ompared to data.
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Fig. 2. The alulated ross setion for Compton sattering o the proton as a
funtion of angle at xed photon energy, and as a funtion of photon energy at
xed angle. Data are taken from Ref. [11℄.
3. Basi symmetries
A realisti sattering amplitude for a partiular proess should obey er-
tain symmetry relations, suh as Unitarity, Covariane, Gauge invariane,
Crossing symmetry and Causality. In the following eah of these symme-
tries will be shortly addressed, stating its physial signiane. It is also
indiated whih of these is obeyed by the K-matrix approah disussed in
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the previous setion. The omparative suess of the K-matrix formalism
an be regarded as due to the large number of symmetries whih are being
obeyed. A violation of anyone of these symmetries will diretly imply some
problems in appliations. Improvements are thus important.
3.1. Unitarity
The unitarity ondition for the sattering matrix S reads S
y
S = 1. Usu-
ally one works with the T -matrix operator whih an be dened as S =










If the T -matrix is symmetri (whih is related to time-reversal symmetry),










, where the sum runs over
physial intermediate states. The latter relation is the generalization of
the well-known optial theorem for the sattering amplitude. Unitarity an
only be obeyed in a oupled hannel formulation; the imaginary part of the
amplitude knows about the ux that is lost in other hannels.




implies that S =
1+iK
1 iK
is learly unitary provided the kernel K is Hermitian.
This kernel is a matrix, where the dierent rows and olumns orrespond
to dierent physial outgoing (inoming) hannels. The oupled-hannels
nature is thus inherent in suh an approah. As explained earlier the kernel
is usually written as the sum of all possible tree-level diagrams. In a partial-
wave basis K is a matrix of relatively low dimensionality and the inverse,
implied in the alulation of the T -matrix, an readily be alulated.
Above the two-pion prodution threshold, sizable inelastiities are ob-
served for pion sattering in ertain partial waves. Sine the 2- prodution
hannel is not expliitly taken into aount, purposely unitarity is broken
by adding an energy-dependent imaginary part to the self energies of reso-
nanes (exept for the Delta resonane) orresponding to the deay outside
the model spae [4℄.
3.2. Covariane
The sattering amplitude is said to be ovariant if it transforms properly
under Lorentz transformations. As a onsequene the desription of the
reation observables is independent of the partiular referene frame hosen
for the alulations. It naturally implies that relativisti kinematis is used.
Sine the appropriate four-vetor notation and -matrix algebra are used
throughout our alulation, the ondition of Lorentz ovariane is fullled.
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3.3. Gauge invariane
Gauge invariane means that there is ertain freedom in the hoie of











the well known orrespondene between momenta and derivatives, urrent




= 0. If the eletromagneti urrent
obeys this relation it an easily be shown that observables, suh as a photo-
prodution ross setion, are independent of the partiular gauge used for
onstruting the photon polarization vetors.
One of the soures for violation of gauge invariane is the form fators
used in the verties. A form fator implies that at a ertain (short range)
sale a partile appears `fuzzy'. At distanes smaller than this sale devia-
tions from a point-like struture are important; however in the formulation
the dynamis at this short sale is not suiently aurate. For one thing,
the ow of harge at this sale is not properly aounted for, implying vi-
olation of harge onservation. To orret for this, so-alled ontat terms
are usually inluded in the K-matrix kernel. In the present model these
ontat terms are onstruted using the minimal substitution rules. The
orresponding T -matrix, as well as the observables, are independent of the
photon gauge.
3.4. Crossing symmetry
Physial onsequenes of the rossing symmetry are more diult to
explain. It basially means that in a proper eld-theoretial framework the
sattering amplitudes of proesses in the so-alled rossed hannels an be
obtained from eah other by appropriate replaements of kinematis. This
assumes that the amplitude an be analytially ontinued from the physial
region of one hannel to the physial regions of other hannels. An example
of the rossed hannels is N ! N , N ! N and N

N ! .
Crossing symmetry puts a diret onstraint on the amplitude for the
ase that diret and rossed hannels are idential, as for example for the
proesses N ! N or N ! N . In these reations rossing symmetry
leads to important symmetry properties of the amplitudes under interhange
of s and u variables. Due to the fat that in the K-matrix formalism the
resattering diagrams whih are taken into aount have only on-shell inter-
mediate partiles, it an be shown that the su rossing symmetry is obeyed
provided that the kernel itself is rossing symmetri. Sine the latter is the
ase, rossing symmetry is obeyed.
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3.5. Analytiity
Analytiity of the sattering matrix is not really a symmetry. Rather, it
requires that the amplitude be an analyti funtion of the energy variable and
in partiular that it obeys dispersion relations. The physis of analytiity is
losely related to ausality of the amplitude as is illustrated in the following
example.
Assume that a signal is emitted by an antenna at time t = 0. At all sub-
sequent times the signal is given by a funtion F (t) while ausality requires







F (t) to expliitly show its energy
or frequeny dependene. Note that the integration region from t =  1
to t = 0 gives zero ontribution due to the ausality requirement. This
transformation an also be onsidered for omplex values of !. Sine the
integration interval runs only over positive values for t the Fourier integral
exists and is a well behaving funtion for all omplex values of energy ! for
whih Im (!) > 0 i.e. it is an analyti funtion in the upper half plane. For
suh a funtion ontour integrals in the omplex ! plane an be performed
and the funtion obeys the Cauhy theorem whih in this ontext is usually















showing that for an analyti funtion the real and imaginary parts are losely
related. For example, if the imaginary part of an analyti funtion is given
by the urve on the left-hand side of Fig. 3 the real part of this funtion is
given by the right-hand side.
Fig. 3. An example of the real and imaginary parts of an analyti funtion whih
are related through a dispersion relation.
In the traditionally used K-matrix approahes the analytiity onstraint
is badly violated. The origin of this is explained in the following.
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In a eld-theoretial alulation of a sattering amplitude one inludes
resattering ontributions of intermediate partiles whih are expressed as
loop integrals. In Fig. 4 a typial loop ontribution to the self energy is
shown. Ignoring terms in the numerator whih are irrelevant for the analyt-
























where the right-hand side in this equation and in Fig. 4 expresses the fat
that this integral has a real and an imaginary part, eah of whih orresponds
to some partiular physis. The imaginary part of the integral arises from
the integration region where the denominators vanish, orresponding to four-
momenta k where the intermediate partiles in the loop are on the mass









Conventionally this is indiated by plaing a slash through the loop (see
Fig. 4) to indiate that the loop an be ut at this plae sine it orresponds
to a physial state. The other parts of the integration region ontribute to
the real part of the integral. In the latter ase the partiles in the loop are





p p + Im
Fig. 4. Loop integral ontributing to the self energy.
It an be shown that the K-matrix formulation for the T -matrix or-
responds to inluding only the imaginary (or ut-loop) ontributions of a
ertain lass of loop diagrams. This guarantees (as was shown before) that
unitarity is obeyed. Analytiity of the sattering amplitude is however vi-
olated due to ignoring the real ontributions of these loop integrals. As a
onsequene ausality will be violated!
To (partially) reover analytiity of the sattering amplitude the so-alled
Dressed K-matrix approah [9℄ has been developed. It is desribed in the
following setion.
4. The dressed K-matrix model
As disussed in the previous setion, the oupled hannels K-matrix ap-
proah is quite suessful in reproduing Compton sattering. However it
fails in prediting nuleon polarizabilities. The reason is that, in spite of
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the many symmetry properties that are satised, analytiity or ausality of
the amplitude is badly violated. In the Dressed K-matrix approah the
onstraint of analytiity is inorporated in an approximate manner without
spoiling the other symmetries. In fat analytiity is used as a kind of expan-
sion parameter where presently only the leading ontributions are inluded.
The ingredients of the DressedK-Matrix Model were desribed in Refs. [68℄
and the main results were presented in Ref. [9℄. The essene of this approah
lies in the use of dressed verties and propagators in the kernel K.
The objetive of dressing the verties and propagators is solely to improve
on the analyti properties of the amplitude. The imaginary parts of the
amplitude are generated through the K-matrix formalism (as imposed by
unitarity) and orrespond to ut loop orretions where the intermediate
partiles are taken on their mass shell. The real parts have to follow from
applying dispersion relations to the imaginary parts. We inorporate these
real parts as real vertex and self-energy funtions. Investigating this in detail
(for a more extensive disussion we refer to [6℄) shows that the dressing an
be formulated in terms of oupled equations, shematially shown in Fig. 5,
whih generate multiple overlapping loop orretions. The oupled nature of
the equations is neessary to obey simultaneously unitarity and analytiity












Fig. 5. Graphial representation of the equation for the dressed irreduible NN
vertex, denoted by an open irle, and the dressed nuleon propagator, denoted by
a solid line. The dashed lines denote pions, the double lines denote s and the
zigzag and dotted lines are  and  mesons, respetively. The resonane propaga-
tors are dressed. The last term in the seond equation denotes the ounter-term
ontribution to the nuleon propagator, neessary for the renormalization.
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The equations presented in Fig. 5 are solved by iteration where every it-
eration step proeeds as follows. The imaginary  or pole  ontributions
of the loop integrals for both the propagators and the verties are obtained
by applying utting rules. Sine the outgoing nuleon and the pion are on-
shell, the only kinematially allowed uts are those shown in Fig. 5. The
prinipal-value part of the vertex (i.e. the real parts of the form fators)
and self-energy funtions are alulated at every iteration step by applying
dispersion relations to the imaginary parts just alulated, where only the
physial one-pionone-nuleon ut on the real axis in the omplex p
2
-plane
is onsidered. These real funtions are used to alulate the pole ontri-
bution for the next iteration step. This proedure is repeated to obtain a
onverged solution i.e. the square deviation between the dierent vertex and
self-energy funtions for two suessive iterations is less than a ertain limit.
We onsider irreduible verties, whih means that the external propagators
are not inluded in the dressing of the verties.
Bare NN form fators have been introdued in the dressing proedure
to regularize the dispersion integrals. The bare form fator reets physis
at energy sales beyond those of the inluded mesons and whih has been
left out of the dressing proedure. One thus expets a large width for this
fator, as is indeed the ase.
The dressed nuleon propagator is renormalized (through a wave funtion
renormalization fator Z and a bare mass m
0
) to have a pole with a unit
residue at the physial mass. The nuleon self-energy is expressed in terms















The proedure of obtaining the NN vertex [7℄ is in priniple the same
as for the NN vertex. Contat NN and NN verties, neessary for
gauge invariane of the model, are onstruted by minimal substitution in
the dressed NN vertex and nuleon propagator, as was explained in [7℄.
The present proedure restores analytiity at the level of one-partile
reduible diagrams in the T -matrix. In general, violation due to two- and
more-partile reduible diagrams an be regarded as higher order orretions.
An important exeption to this general rule is formed by, for example, dia-
grams where both photons ouple to the same intermediate pion in a loop
(so-alled handbag diagrams). This term is exeptional sine at the pion




multipole (notation: Eletri radiation, where the pionnuleon state
has l = 0 and thus parity  = ( 1)
(l+1)
=  , J = l + 1=2 = 1=2 and
T = 1=2) in pion-photoprodution, leading to a sharp near-threshold energy
dependene of the related f
1 
EE
Compton amplitude [13℄ (notation: Eletri
in and out-going photon with orbital angular momentum l = 1 and thus
parity  = ( 1)
l
=  , and total angular momentum J = l  1=2 = 1=2). In
the K-matrix formalism, the imaginary (pole) ontribution of this type of
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diagrams is taken into aount. Not inluding the real part of suh a large
ontribution would entail a signiant violation of analytiity. To orret
for this, the NN vertex also ontains the (purely transverse) usp on-
tat term whose onstrution is desribed in Setion 4 of Ref. [7℄. Sine,
due to hiral symmetry, the S-wave pion sattering amplitude vanishes at
threshold, the mehanism that gives rise to the important usp term in
Compton sattering does not ontribute to NN or NN ontat terms.
The analogons to the usp NN term will thus be negligible and have
therefore not been onsidered.
4.1. Results
Results for pionnuleon sattering and pion-photoprodution obtained
in the dressed K-matrix model and in the traditional K-matrix approah
are of omparable quality. One should, however, expet the two approahes
to have signiant dierenes for Compton sattering sine for this ase
onstraints imposed by analytiity will be most important [12, 13℄.
The eet of the dressing on the f
1 
EE
amplitude an be seen in Fig. 6,
where also the results of dispersion analyses are quoted for omparison. Note
that the imaginary parts of f
1 
EE
from alulations B (Bare, orresponding
to the usual K-matrix approah) and D (Dressed, the full Dressed K-matrix
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Fig. 6. The f
1 
EE





. Solid line: dressed K-matrix, D; dotted line: bare K-matrix, B. Also
shown are the results of the dispersion analyses of Ref. [12℄ (dash-dots) and Ref. [13℄
(dashed).
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The polarizabilities haraterize the response of the nuleon to an exter-
nally applied eletromagneti eld [14, 15℄. They an be dened as oe-
ients in a low-energy expansion of the ross setion or partial amplitudes
of Compton sattering. Sine gauge invariane, unitarity, rossing and CPT
symmetries are fullled in both models the Thompson limit at vanishing
photon energy is reprodued. Our results for the eletri, magneti and spin
polarizabilities of the proton are given in Table I, where they are ompared
with the results given in Refs. [14, 16℄ and with the values extrated from
reent experiments. The ontribution from the t-hannel 
0
-exhange dia-
gram has been subtrated. The eet of the dressing on the polarizabilities
an be seen by omparing the values given in olumns D (dressed) and B
(bare). In partiular, the dressing tends to derease  while inreasing .
Among the spin polarizabilities, 
E1
is aeted muh more than the other
's. The eet of the additional usp NN ontat term [7℄, strongly
inuenes the eletri polarizabilities rather than the magneti ones. This is


























for the 's (the anomalous 
0
ontribution is subtrated). The rst two olumns
ontain the polarizabilities obtained from the present alulation; D (full, dressed)
and B (bare K-matrix). The two olumns named PT ontain the polarizabilities
alulated in the hiral perturbation theory [14, 16℄. Results of reent dispersion




D B Gel00 Hem98
 12.1 15.5 10.5 16.4 11.9
 2.4 1.7 3.5 9.1 1.9

E1
 5:0  1:7  1:9  5:4  4:3

M1
3.4 3.8 0.4 1.4 2.9

E2
1.1 1.0 1.9 1.0 2.2

M2
 1:8  2:3 0.7 1.0 0.0

0
2.4  0:9  1:1 2.0  0:8


11.4 8.9 3.5 6.8 9.4
Of speial interest is to hek whether polarizabilities as extrated form
the low energy behavior of the amplitude are in agreement with the values
as extrated from energy weighted sum-rules. The derivation of sum-rules
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is based on the fat that the amplitudes obey ertain symmetries where
analytiity is of partiular importane. This omparison is still in progress
and results will be published in a forthoming paper [10℄. Preliminary results
indiate that the dierent sum rules are obeyed, with the exeption of the
sum rule for the spin polarizability 
0
. This may be due to an inomplete
dressing of the -resonane in the present alulational sheme.
5. Medium modiations of the  resonane
The properties of the  in the nulear medium are alulated [19℄ in
a relativisti framework for symmetrial (i.e. T = 0) homogenous nulear
matter, along the lines of Refs. [2022℄. The medium modiations are ex-
pressed through the dressing of the  propagator. The eets of the medium
are investigated using dierent levels of approximation. The imaginary part
of the  self-energy (or the  deay width) is alulated in dierent models
for the nulear medium. Dispersion relations are used to determine the real
part (mass modiation) of the  self-energy in a manner similar to the
dressed K-matrix approah, however without requiring self onsisteny.
In dressing the in-medium -resonane we onentrate on the dominant
spin-3/2 omponent of the propagator. The spin-3/2 omponent of the self-






































only, while in the medium these fun-
tions aquire additional dependenes on the 3-momentum j~p

j and the nu-
lear density .
The width of the resonane is dened by the imaginary part of the self-




). The ontribution to the self-energy



































where q = p





(q) are the nuleon and pion prop-
agators, the struture of whih depends on the model used for the nulear
medium.
In the following two setions the density dependene of two ontribu-
tions to the width of the -resonane, the deay and spreading width, are
disussed in a Fermi gas model. In a subsequent setion the eet of the
mean eld is inluded within the !-model of Waleka [23℄.
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5.1. Deay width of the -resonane
In a simple Fermi gas model  deay, orreted for the Pauli priniple,



















































is the pion (nuleon) on-shell
3-momentum in the loop. The width beomes j~p

j- and density-dependent.
In the limit j~p
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Fig. 7. (a) In the left panel the  deay width is depited as a funtion of the












= 1232 MeV alulated in the Fermi-gas model. (b) The
right panel shows the results for this alulation as a funtion of the 3-momentum
j~p

j for the 4 dierent densities.
In Fig. 7(a) the full dependene on  and j~p

j is shown for W

=








) are plotted separately in Fig. 7(b). At
high -momenta and low densities the energy of the deay nuleon lies well
above the Fermi energy, and no bloking ours. At somewhat lower mo-
menta of the  part of the momenta of the deay nuleon are Pauli bloked.
With inreasing density this bloking may beome omplete for the lowest
-momenta making the  unable to deay into a pionnuleon pair (see
dashed and dotted urves in Fig. 7(b)). These phasespae onsiderations
result in a strong energy-dependene of the  deay width.
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5.2. Spreading width
In the nulear medium the pion will strongly interat with the surround-
ing baryons reating nuleonhole andhole exitations. This an be taken




















(q) is the polarization self-energy of the pion.
In our alulations we limit ourselves to forward and bakward sattered
partilehole exitations, and omit anti-nuleon exitations and hole sta-
tes. In priniple, a omplete alulation of the hole states would require
self-onsisteny between the pion and  self-energies, whih falls outside the
sope of this work. We use the pionnuleon pseudo-vetor oupling with
the NN -oupling onstant f
NN
= 1:01 [21℄.
When summing the series of partilehole bubbles in the pion-self en-
ergy, the eets of short-range orrelations are important. These short-
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Fig. 8. (a) In the left panel the spreading width is depited as a funtion of the












= 1232 MeV alulated in the Fermi-gas model. (b) The
right panel shows the results for this alulation as a funtion of the 3-momentum
j~p

j for the 4 dierent densities.
Using the pion propagator from Eq. (7) with the pion self-energy 
ph
in Eq. (5) the spreading width of the -resonane in the medium an be
alulated. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The spreading width is roughly
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proportional to the density, whih an be understood on the basis of the
phase spae available for the hole states. As an be seen from Fig. 8(b) it is
only weakly dependent on the 3-momentum j ~p

j. Also the dependene on
W

turns out to be weak. The total width of the  in this non-interating
Fermi-sea of nuleons is given by the sum of this spreading width and the
Pauli-orreted deay width from the previous setion.
5.3. Mean-eld eets in the nuleon and  self-energy
A renement to the free Fermi-gas model an be made using the Waleka
!-model [23℄ in the mean-eld approximation. Here the - and !-meson






In order to assess the sensitivity of the results to the mean-eld pa-
rameters we have performed alulations taking 2 parameter sets from [25℄,
heneforth alled set I and II. Set I, alled QHD-I in [25℄, results from a
pure mean-eld approximation to the binding energy. The ratios of ou-





































= 0:56 at 
0
. Set II, alled the relativisti Hartree
approximation in [25℄, takes into aount vauum utuation orretions to












, with a binding energy of





= 0:73 at equilib-
rium density. The full density dependene of the eetive nuleon masses in
both ases are shown in Fig. 9. In both ases we see a strong redution of
the eetive nuleon mass with inreasing density. In the extended mean-
eld model of Ref. [20℄ the  is assumed to move in the mean  and !
elds. The mean-eld ontributions to the  self-energy an be treated in







. Here we employ the so-alled universal
ouplings [20℄, and as a result the  eetive mass M
?

















the spreading width  
S







() for both pa-
rameter sets are depited in Fig. 10. It is seen that the struture of the
deay width hardly hanges when eetive masses are introdued; only the
limiting value at large j ~p

j now beomes density-dependent. Beause of
the stronger redution of the eetive masses the Pauli-bloking is more
pronouned using parameter set I. The mean-eld eets result in an overall
redution of the spreading width as ompared to the Fermi-gas alulation
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mean-field calculation I
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Fig. 9. The eetive nuleon mass M

N
as a funtion of the density  (in units
of the equilibrium density 
0
(value depending on the model)) for the mean-eld








































































































































Fig. 10. The Pauli-orreted  deay width  
D





funtion of the density  (in units of the equilibrium density 
0
(value depending
on the model)) and the  3-momentum j~p

j alulated in the mean-eld model I
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(see Fig. 8). For the relevant nulear densities =
0
 1:2, this redution is
stronger at larger densities. For larger densities the spreading width satu-
rates and eventually dereases in both mean-eld models. The mean-eld
model I yields a maximal spreading width at around the equilibrium den-
sity. In the mean-eld model II, the spreading width saturates at muh
larger densities.
5.4. Real part of the  self-energy
The full width, i.e. the sum of the deay and spreading widths, or-
responds to the imaginary part of the  self-energy. This imaginary part
generates a ontribution to the real part of the  self-energy, whih an
in general be obtained via a dispersion relation. We make the assumption
that an unsubtrated dispersion relation holds at xed values of j~p

j. The
propagator is renormalized in suh a way that in vauum it has a pole at
the physial mass M

= 1:232 GeV with unit residue.
6. Coherent Compton sattering
Coherent Compton sattering on nulei in the region of the  resonane
is of onsiderable interest. The reation allows one to study the propagation
and deay of the  in the nulear medium. In partiular the shift of the
pole position and a hange of the width of the  peak, reet sensitively in
the ross setion and polarization observables. For a omprehensive review
on Compton sattering we refer to the reent referene [26℄.
The amplitude for the proess of Compton sattering on a nite nuleus
is alulated in the impulse approximation. We apply the so-alled fator-
ization approximation (see [27℄, h.11, set.2) whih was shown to work well
in pion photoprodution [2830℄ and pion sattering [31, 32℄ on nulei, in
partiular for light nulei where the nulear wave funtion is well desribed
by an harmoni osillator model. A large part of the eets of the Fermi-
motion are aounted for by evaluating the amplitude on a nuleon moving
with the eetive momentum p (p
0
= p+ q) in the initial (nal) state, where
q = k   k
0
is the momentum transfer. The momentum p is taken in suh a
way that the energymomentum onservation for the  N sattering holds.










(q) is the Fourier-transform of the density distribution (form fa-
tor). In Eq. (8), the form fator of the 1s- 1p-shell nulei with Z = N = A=2
is onstruted on the basis of the experimental harge densities in [33℄ (see
Table V therein), orreting for proton nite size eets and assuming equal
proton and neutron densities. hT
N
i is the spin averaged single-nuleon am-
plitude.
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The single-nuleon amplitude is deomposed into one part whih orre-
sponds to the amplitude on the free nuleon, plus a term whih aounts for


















The rst term is the T -matrix for Compton sattering on the free nuleon;
the term between brakets aounts for the nulear-medium modiation
of the -resonane. To avoid double ounting the vauum ontribution is
subtrated.




lated in a K-matrix model as desribed in Setion 2. The main dierene
of the present alulation from that of Ref. [4℄ is that the  is treated as
a genuine spin-3/2 resonane [5℄ in order to be ompatible with the present
treatment of the in-medium -resonane. The hange in the struture of the
N and N-verties neessitated modiation of parameters of the  and
 exhanges in the t-hannel. A omparable t to the data as in Ref. [4℄ ould




only the s-type tree-level
ontribution is taken into aount, using the medium-modied  propagator
as dened previously.




C at several densi-
ties to investigate medium eets. To ompare with data an average over
density (
A
), based on the Loal Density Approximation (LDA), has been
performed. The density prole (
A
) was taken onsistently with the form
fator.
In Fig. 11 we have plotted, for various nulear densities, the ross setion
and photon asymmetry for Compton sattering on
4
He in mean-eld model I,






= 206 MeV. The results show a strong
density dependene. In order to obtain more insight we have plotted in the





of the  as enter in the alulations presented in Fig. 11.
In the lower panels we show the real and imaginary part of the  self-energy.
One may want to ompare the results we have obtained for the in-
medium orretion to the self-energy of the -resonane to results obtained
in Ref. [30℄ from tting to oherent pion photoprodution. In making this
omparison one has to be areful sine we inlude expliitly in alulations
the density and momentum dependenies of the  self-energy, while both
eets are negleted in [30℄. Keeping this in mind, the results of [30℄ agree
reasonably well with ours.
In Fig. 12 at E

= 350 MeV the real part of the self-energy is of the




), while Ref. [30℄ nds a
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value of 30 MeV. Both gures show that this value dereases towards lower
energies to vanish in our ase at about 200 MeV photons, while in Ref. [30℄
there is an additional bump at the lower energies.
The imaginary part shows a similar agreement. Plotted in Ref. [30℄ is the
modiation of the free width whih is about  60 MeV and is taken energy
independent. At a photon energy of 350 MeV the additional in-medium
ontribution is about  55 MeV giving  115 MeV for the imaginary part of
the self-energy, to derease (in absolute magnitude) for lower energies. The
values we obtain are similar (see Fig. 12), however with a slower derease
towards lower energies. Besides, at these lower energies we nd that the
density dependene beomes quite signiant and should not be ignored.
Muh of the density dependene of the ross setions in Fig. 11 an be
understood from the density dependene of the imaginary part of the  self-
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Fig. 11. Dierential ross setion and photon asymmetry for Compton sattering
o
4
He at an energy of 206 MeV as a funtion of angle and at an angle of 37
Æ
as
a funtion of energy. Densities are given in units of saturation density. Data are
taken from [35℄.
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Fig. 12. Values of the parameters whih dene the self-energy of the -resonane
evaluated at the  invariant mass (W

) and three momentum (j~p

j) appropriate
for Compton sattering o
4
He as shown in Fig. 11.
the -resonane. An inrease in the width of the resonane therefore results
in an inrease of the ross setion at this energy. The opposite happens
when one approahes the peak of the resonane, where the ross setion
dereases with density. The data show lear evidene that this is indeed the
orret mehanism, at 206 MeV the vauum alulation falls below the data
while the LDA result shows a good orrespondene with the data at forward
angles. Near the resonane the vauum alulation overestimates the data
by a fator 2 while the LDA result gives a muh better predition or even
lies below. The sharp fall-o of the ross setion with angle is mostly due to
the form fator whih falls o strongly with inreasing momentum transfer.
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At bakward angles the ross setion is not reprodued, whih is probably
due to the double-sattering ontribution whih is missing from the present
alulations. The photon asymmetry at 206 MeV shows only a minor density
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Fig. 13. LDA alulation of oherent Compton sattering o
4
He in the Fermi-gas
model and the mean-eld models I and II. The data are from Ref. [34℄.
In Fig. 13 we ompare the
4
He ross setion and asymmetry with LDA
alulations for the Fermi-gas and mean-eld alulations I and II. The
Fermi-gas alulation undershoots the data at small angles for E

= 206




, and deviates from the asymmetry
data points. The mean-eld alulations tend to improve this.
The ross setions for
12
C is shown in Fig. 14. Beause of the larger
radius of
12
C the ross setion falls o faster with angle than that for
4
He.
The drop in the ross setion at energies beyond 250 MeV is partly due to
an inreased width of the -resonane and partly due to the form fator
utting the ross setion at larger momentum transfers. This eet is also
seen in the data.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 but for
12
C. The data are from Ref. [34℄.
7. Summary and onlusions
Results are presented for Compton sattering on a free proton as well
as on a nuleus. For proesses on the proton the usual K-matrix model as
well as the reently developed dressed K-matrix model are disussed. In
the latter approah the real self energies and vertex funtions are obtained
from the imaginary parts using dispersion relations imposing self-onsisteny
onditions. It is indiated that suh an approah is essential to understand
features seen in the data, in partiular at energies around and below the
pion prodution threshold.
It is shown that 200300 MeV oherent Compton sattering is sensitive
to the in-medium modiation of the properties of the -resonane. The
imaginary part of the  self-energy in the nulear medium inludes two on-
tributions, the deay width and the spreading width, whih show opposite
dependenes on the density. The net eet for realisti nulei of these oun-
terating mehanisms is an inrease of the width. The real part, alulated
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using dispersion integrals, is small. These preditions for the modiation
of the  in the nulear medium are shown to give good preditions for





The present one-body reation mehanism is unable to desribe the data at
bakward angles. In order to improve this, it is imperative that multiple
sattering should be inorporated in the model.
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